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Founded in 2008, Blind Beginnings Society offers BC children and youth who are blind or partially 

sighted opportunities to develop skills, confidence and independence in order to reach their full 

potential.  Blind Beginnings offers programs, workshops and activities for children, youth, siblings and 

parents, divided into four key program areas: Junior Explorers Program, Youth Leadership Network, 

Parent Support Program and Family Community Discovery Program. 

Junior Explorers Program | for children (birth to 13 years) 

A series of workshops and structured activities provides children who are blind or partially sighted with 

learning opportunities to develop cognitive, social, creative, and coordination skills, and self-orientation 

techniques.  This program seeks to help children increase self-confidence, become more independent, 

and be able to participate in a broader range of life activities.  It also provides opportunities for both 

children who are blind or partially sighted and their sighted siblings to develop friendships with other 

children experiencing similar life circumstances in order to combat feelings of isolation and loneliness.   

 

Junior Explorers Club | A recreational learning club for children up to 13 years who are blind or 

partially sighted to participate in activities tailored to their unique learning and developmental needs.  

Metro-Vancouver Club 

In 2014, 16 visually impaired children and their 14 sighted siblings explored and experienced a wide 

range of activities including: making and creating “experience books”, a Master Chef snack challenge, 

activities with BC Blind Sports, planting seeds, a sensory eggstravaganza for Easter, making playdough, 

tactile maps, pizza, and holiday baking, and Martial Arts. 

Duncan/Cobble Hill Club 

Launched in late 2012, our 2nd Junior Explorers Club expanded in 2014, reaching out to 11 families on 

Vancouver Island, primarily from Duncan and surrounding areas. Some highlights from 2014: 

participating in the Maple Sugar Festival, visiting a local fire hall, a picnic on the beach, indoor wall 

climbing, Sensory Day including games, music, and art, 

and a visit from a storyteller and drummer. Many 

friendships have also begun to develop amongst children, 

siblings, and parents.  

Fraser Valley Club 

The first Fraser Valley Junior Explorers Club took place in 

October 2014 in Chilliwack. For our first meeting we 

celebrated Halloween by coming in costume, telling a 

Halloween story, and carving pumpkins. There were 7 

children who attended the first club meeting.  

 

 

“With Blind Beginning’s No-Limits philosophy, Junior Club re-inforces that philosophy to everyone who attends, from 

the child with the visual impairment to their siblings and the parent. They get the opportunity to be introduced and 

exposed to new and or different activities with friends like them.  Whether they are blind or visually impaired or have 

a sibling that is blind or visually impaired, they are not the “only one”.  After all, don’t all parents want their children 

to have the same opportunities and experiences as their peers? “ Nancy Leung, mother of Russell 

increasing confidence and independence 
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1) Children who are blind or partially sighted 

 Increase confidence | During the monthly Junior Explorers Club meetings, children build 

confidence and interest in trying new activities, such as preparing a snack, making a craft, or 

trying a new sport.   

 Engage in more activities | By trying new activities during the Junior Explorers Club they 

might not have had the chance to try (e.g. martial arts, baking), children broaden their view 

of what they are able to do. For example, a couple of the children are now playing Goalball 

regularly, some are doing martial arts, while others now make their own snacks at home.  

 Develop friendships | Through participation in the club meetings, blind children establish 

friendships with other blind children, which is often difficult since blindness is a low-

incidence condition and often a blind child is the only one in his/her school or community. 

These friendships help reduce isolation and loneliness.   

2) Sighted siblings 

 Learn new ways to interact with blind/visually impaired sibling | By participating in the 

monthly Junior Explorers Club meetings, sighted siblings learn how their blind or partially 

sighted brother or sister receives and processes information. This allows them to find new 

ways to interact and play together. For example, when playing Simon Says, sighted siblings 

learn to play by stating the actions, rather than miming them.  

3) Parents 

 Learn to encourage their child’s independence | The Junior Explorers Club meetings give 

parents the opportunity to see what their child is capable of doing, oftentimes activities 

they had not thought were accessible. For example, BC Blind Sports demonstrated that 

there are games, such as soccer, (with a bell in the ball) where all family members can join 

in. Also, during the sessions involving cooking and food preparation, parents who were 

reluctant to let their children use a knife to chop fruit and vegetables, learned that there are 

techniques that make this safe.  

4) Recreation professionals who work with participants 

 Each year, approximately 10 professionals are invited from the community to work with the 

children in the Junior Explorers Club meetings in different areas, such as sports, music, 

drama and magic.  Most of them spend considerable time planning how they will work with 

a group of children who are blind, as this is often their first opportunity to do so.  They 

consistently develop activities that are inclusive and accessible, helping them to see that it is 

not difficult to adapt programs in the community setting for blind children to participate. 

5) Volunteers 

 Approximately 200 hours were contributed by volunteers across the 3 Junior Explorers 

Clubs in 2014. Volunteers assisted blind children and their siblings to fully participate in the 

recreational activities that vary from sports to cooking to learning martial arts.  

 

Youth Leadership Network | for youth (13-19 years) 

This program helps blind and partially sighted youth to develop skills for future employment, feel less 

limited by their disability and set higher expectations for their academic, career and personal lives. This 

is accomplished through participation in life and career skills-training seminars, a leadership training 

weekend, and a year-long practicum to develop and practice skills in public speaking, communications, 

mentoring, team building and leadership.  
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1) Youth Leadership Training and 
Leadership in Action Program 

In order to provide blind and partially 

sighted youth 13-19 years with pre-

employment training opportunities to 

develop employable skills, the Youth 

Leadership Network requires youth to 

participate in a 3-day Leadership 

Training Weekend. This includes a series of workshops that provide youth with training and 

experience in: 

 how to plan/make a presentation  navigating restaurants and ordering to a budget 

 benefits of volunteering  keeping personal belongings organized 

 conflict resolution skills  packing a suitcase 

 how to work as part of a team  using public transit 

Following the training, youth participate in a 12-month practicum – Leadership in Action – which 

involves community presentations, volunteer work and fundraising. Youth are divided into teams of 

4-5 and are required to complete the following:  

 minimum of 30 hours of volunteer work for Blind Beginnings or another organization,       

 participation in fundraising initiatives for Blind Beginnings,  

 participation in group presentations in their community about blindness and Blind 

Beginnings, and  

 attendance at monthly Leadership in Action meetings to prepare for community 

presentations and share experiences with other groups.  

The 4th Leadership Training Weekend took place May 22-25, 2014. A total of 13 new youth 

participated in the training, with 9 returning from previous training weekends to assist. Since the 

training weekend, 20 youth participants and 5 Youth Mentors (already gone through the training 

and are now in their 20s) have been participating in the practicum component of the program in 

order to develop transferable employment skills. 

The 2014 Youth Leaders are from various BC communities including: Lake Cowichan, Campbell River, 

Abbotsford, Vancouver, North Vancouver, Comox, Squamish, Burnaby, Aldergrove, Cranbrook and 

Coquitlam. 

2) Creating Confidence Workshop 

Fitting in can be hard for most adolescents. For youth who are blind or visually impaired, it has 

added social challenges. Whether we can see or not, what we look like is often the first thing 

sighted peers notice. When you can’t see what your peers are wearing or how they are styling their 

hair, you wonder about your own clothing and hair. Many females who are blind choose not to 

wear make-up because they don’t want to risk leaving the house with uneven make-up or bad 

colour choices. The first step to creating confidence is knowing we look great! 

empowering youth 
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Another social challenge for youth who are blind is clearly communicating with sighted peers.  If 

approximately 90% of communication is non-verbal through eye contact, posture, gestures, and 

facial expressions, how do visually impaired youth know that they are communicating the messages 

they want to?  

   

Finally, sighted youth may be unfamiliar and uncomfortable with blindness and may choose not to 

speak to a youth who is visually impaired out of fear that they may do something to offend. This 

means that youth who are blind or visually impaired need to know how to put sighted peers at 

ease. Being able to talk openly about their visual impairment and answer those unasked questions 

can result in more positive social interactions with sighted peers.  

 

At the Creating Confidence Workshop for youth, participants learned: 

- What your nonverbal communication says about you.  

- How to communicate effectively and put people at ease about your blindness. 

- What clothing, hair-styles, and colours look good on you 

- Tips for feeling more confident in social situations 

 

After attending three consecutive Wednesday evening workshop sessions, the 12 youth 

participants spent a Saturday afternoon receiving make-overs, including consultation on their hair, 

shaving, clothing, nails, and make-up. Following the make-overs, the group went out for dinner to 

practice all the social skills learned throughout the workshop.  
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1) Youth Participants 

Through their participation in the Youth Leadership Network, youth not only develop 

employable skills and expand their personal boundaries, but they also interact with their 

community, resulting in greater employment opportunities due to clarifying misconceptions 

about blindness and the capacities of youth who are blind or visually impaired. Following are 

the specific benefits to the youth participants: 

 Increased confidence:  The Youth who participated in the 2014 Leadership Training 
Weekend have self-reported increased personal confidence and self-reliance, as 
evidenced by those who have:   
 gone on to university or moved away from home 
 continued to hone their public speaking skills  
 become active volunteers within Blind Beginnings 

 Skills development: By participating in the Leadership Training Weekend, followed by a 

year of preparing and making community presentations about blindness and Blind 

Beginnings, Youth Leaders experience increased employability by developing and/or 

enhancing their leadership skills, public-speaking skills and their ability to work as part of 

a team.  

 Pre-employment training: Youth Leaders discover new work options and develop 

and/or enhance skills that can increase their employability through volunteer work 

experience with Blind Beginnings and other community organizations, as well as through 

participation in Blind Beginnings fundraising initiatives.  

Since June 2014, the 13 youth who completed the 2014 Leadership Training Weekend 

have volunteered a total of 805 hours. They will continue their volunteer work until May 

2015. Following are a few examples of the organizations and groups where they have 

volunteered to date: 
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Blind Beginnings programs: Junior Explorer’s Clubs, BB Has Talent fundraiser, Family 

Adventure Camp, providing child-care at our AGM and Annual Fundraising Gala.  

The second Annual Blind Beginnings Has Got Talent Contest was organized by our 

Youth Leaders in 2014.  Individuals of all ages who are blind or visually impaired were 

welcome to compete. Participants were judged on their stage presence, audience 

engagement, and quality of performance, originality/personality and preparedness.   

Prizes were awarded for the first, second and third place winners. The first place winner 

was 8-year-old Bridget, who played the piano and sang.   

Other organizations: Camp Hornby (prior to 2015 this was an independent organization), 

Camp Goodtimes, St. Francis Xavier Elementary School, Killarney Secondary School, 

CNIB, Comox Pentecostal Church. 

The youth also raised $2,492.67 in 2014, through selling their self-produced Christmas 

CD’s and braille-inscribed Christmas Cards, organizing a coffee fundraiser and holding 

the 2
nd

 Annual Blind Beginnings Has Talent contest. They surpassed the $2,000 target 

they were given.   

 Expansion of personal boundaries and opportunities: Traditionally, blind children and 

youth have had many limits placed on them by teachers, family members and the 

community. These limits often result in the young person limiting themselves and their 

potential. Through the training, as well as the practical experience in public speaking and 

volunteer work, the Youth Leaders expand their perception of their own capabilities.  

2) Blindness organizations and professionals 

The Youth Leadership Network is a conduit for Blind Beginnings to work in collaboration with 

other blindness organizations. Historically, these organizations have worked toward similar 

objectives but in a less collaborative manner. Today, through the Youth Leadership Network 

and some of Blind Beginnings’ other programs, as a group we are beginning to bridge gaps 

in service and eliminate duplication. Specifically, the Youth Leadership Network attracts the 

participation of specialists and professionals from UBC’s Department of Educational and 

Counselling Psychology, and Special Education, Sunny Hill Health Centre for Children, BC 

Vision Teachers Association, as well as Toastmasters International. 

3) Community organizations 

This program exposes the community at large to the blindness community in a very direct 

way, through the presentations the youth make to schools and community groups, and as a 

result of their volunteer work. Through speaking and interacting with students, parents, and 

members of their local community, the youth broaden 

others’ perspectives on what blind people can do. The 

end result will be communities that see a blind 

person's capabilities and potential first, rather than 

his/her visual limitations, resulting in greater work 

opportunities for these youth. 

4) Volunteers 

During the Leadership Training Weekend and other 

youth workshops, volunteers gave over 180 hours in 

the following roles: supervising youth when travelling 

to and from the hotel; in restaurants – reading menus, 

reading bills, giving directions to the washrooms; 

helping with refreshments during the workshops; 

being at the hotel overnight in case of emergency; 

driving youth to/from the airport and ferry terminals.  
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Parent to Parent Support Program | for parents 

In 2014 a new parent support program was created: the 

Seeing Things Differently Parent Support Group. This 

program was created to support parents through the 

cycle of grief and loss until they reach a place of 

acceptance and hope.   

When you have a child with a visual impairment, life 

changes. On top of typical parenting, you have the 

added challenge of learning about an unfamiliar  

diagnosis, trying to understand what your child can or 

can’t see, and you are suddenly using words like braille, 

white cane, sighted guide, assistive technology, concept 

development, and blind.   

 

Most parents of a child who is blind or partially sighted, have not met anybody who is blind before their 

child was diagnosed. The Seeing Things Differently Parent Support Group is a place to connect with 

other parents who have a first-hand understanding of what parents are going through. Below is a quote 

from a parent who participated in one of the sessions in late 2014: 

“If I hadn't heard other stories I would have continued along the path to what I believed or 

became my "normal" life and who knows where I would have ended up. The counselors 

provided the platform to teach us to feel our emotions and supported us with tools to discover 

the inner strength within us leading us along a holistic healthy emotional path.”  

For the first session of the group, five Parents came together for 8 Tuesday evenings between 

September and December 2014.  Together they discussed the moment they learned of their child’s 

diagnosis, their feelings about the reactions of friends, family, and strangers to their child’s blindness,   

the loss they feel, the gifts their child has brought them,  how to talk about blindness with their children, 

how becoming a parent can result in a loss of identity as a person, the importance of advocating for 

your child, the strengths within the family. 
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1) Children 

It is a little soon to be able to measure impact on the children whose parents participated in the 

2015 Support Group. But we expect the following results to be experienced across these families 

in the short to medium term: 

 Greater opportunities for self-discovery and development as a result of parents’ increased 

confidence to advocate for their child and knowledge of where to turn for resources and 

support 

2) Parents 

 5 parents who participated in the support group – they had the opportunity to meet each 

other and share similar challenges. 

 Based on written feedback and 0% turnover, there is evidence that parents feel safe to 

share private, personal feelings in this group context. 

connecting and learning 
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 Parents reported how comforting it is to be in a group where everybody can relate to 

their unique challenges. 

 Parents reported feeling like they are the only ones until they come to this group and 

hear other families stories. 

 Some of the themes we talk about are; 

- What it was like when they first were told of their child’s diagnosis. 

- How insensitive some of the medical professionals, strangers, and family and friends 

can be. 

 Self-care was a tool discussed and assigned for homework.  It was apparent that parents 

were so busy taking care of their children, they had forgotten to make time for 

themselves. This is typical of any parent, but a parent with a disability probably has to be 

even more aware of this due to added medical appointments and advocating for their 

child to access services. 

 The fact that both Support Group facilitators are blind or partially sighted was key in 

providing parents with a vision for the future for the child and how they can support their 

child to reach his/her potential.  Both facilitators were able to answer logistical questions 

about how they actually do things and they provided evidence that a person who is blind 

or partially sighted can have a future, a job, a family, etc. 

 

 

Family Community Discovery Program | for families 

Through participation in family outings in the community (e.g. fire stations, farms, ice rinks, Skytrain, 

symphony) and family summer camps, children and youth who are blind or visually impaired are given 

real-life, hands-on opportunities to learn about basic concepts, develop physical and cognitive skills, 

and build confidence to try new challenges. This program seeks to help children and youth to expand 

personal boundaries, build self-confidence, as well as providing families with unique bonding 

experiences and opportunities to build support networks. 

1) Family Adventure Camp  

Over a 4-day weekend each summer, children, their siblings and parents go camping with other 

families and participate in guided adventure activities, such as hiking, canoeing, swimming, caving, 

and rock climbing. They also learn survival and orienteering activities, such as how to pitch a tent 

and use a compass; and daily living activities, such as meal preparation, cooking and clean-up.  The 

camp also provides children, siblings and parents opportunities to learn from Youth Leaders who 

are blind or visually impaired, and to build peer networks of support.  

The 4th annual Family Adventure Camp took 

place in Summerland in August 2014. 

Participants included:  

- 9 families: 10 visually impaired children, 11 of their 

sighted siblings and 22 adults, including parents, 

caregivers, a grandparent and an aunt 

- 3 Vision Professionals 

- 5 visually impaired Youth Leaders (blind youth who have 

graduated from the Youth Leadership training program)  

- 6 sighted volunteers 

- Local recreational experts/guides   

 

expanding personal boundaries 
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Many of the campers had not previously tried horseback riding, pioneering, archery, nor ridden on 

a steam train.  In addition to the adventure activities, the 22 children and 5 youth leaders were split 

into three groups. Each group was responsible for preparing, cooking, or cleaning up for one meal 

each day. These tasks taught essential life skills, such as washing and chopping vegetables, using a 

stove, pouring, and having the responsibility of washing and drying dishes.  

While observing the visually impaired and blind youth leaders preparing and cooking meals, and 

participating in activities including horseback riding, archery, pioneering, and hiking, parents 

learned that vision is not a barrier for their child. It was evident that parents were genuinely 

impressed with their child’s abilities watching them attempt new physical challenges. 

Through their camp volunteer experience, Youth Leaders had the opportunity to learn how to teach 

younger children. We were able to observe the youth taking the initiative to seek out the younger 

children and engage them in board games or other activities. It was interesting to see these youth 

increase their own confidence after being able to help with the preparation of meals or just 

navigating the campsite. 
 

 “Thank you to all the wonderful volunteers and helpers for an AMAZING weekend!!! Our whole 
family had such a good time. The camping experience was great and all of the activities were 
perfect, but it was probably the supportive, positive atmosphere and networking with all of you and 
the other families that really made the weekend special for us. We are so glad that we came and 
are already looking forward to next year! Our sincerest thanks for a wonderful experience!” 
The Clayton Family -- Steve, Kim, Charlotta, Ashley and Jack 

2) Community Discovery Outings  

Families participate in a variety of community outings, 

such as theatre productions, sporting events, and visits 

to farms and fire halls. In addition to providing blind 

children with invaluable learning opportunities, these 

outings expose them, in a hands-on way, to the world of 

work, introducing them to various occupations.   

Throughout 2014, 45 children and their families 

participated in 6 community outings, including visits to 

an urban farm with bee hives and an agricultural farm in 

downtown Vancouver; a Learn to Row clinic; a trip to an 

amusement park; a visit to Applebarn Farm featuring a 

hayride, navigating a corn maze, petting barn animals 

and a pumpkin patch; and a described production of 

Mary Poppins.   

In each outing, children had a hands-on experience, such as feeling and hearing the bee hives plus 

tasting the honey and smelling the various herbs being grown at the urban farm, petting animals, 

navigating a corn maze, picking out a pumpkin, enjoying the amusement rides at Playland and 

meeting with some of the Mary Poppins actors. This was our second year attending the learn-to-

row program, which has been a popular event. 

3) Annual Events 

The summer BBQ and Christmas party brought families together in a social environment that 

allowed for friendships to form and for the sharing of experiences and knowledge. In 2014, in 

addition to our traditional potluck lunch, we added some special features to our Annual Family 

Christmas party: the children learned to make musical instruments, such as maracas and 

tambourines; families sang Christmas songs; and our Youth Leaders promoted and sold their 

Christmas CD – entirely produced by the youth themselves.    

learning together 
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1) Children  

Through participation in the Family Adventure Camp and Community Discovery Outings, blind 

children build confidence to try new challenges and travel independently; they learn daily living 

skills and they expand their personal beliefs about what they are capable of doing. 

 Confidence to try new challenges and expansion of personal beliefs: Prior to 

participating in the camp, campers often have not had previous exposure to outdoor 

adventure activities, such as horseback riding, archery, pioneering, and hiking. Most of them 

arrive apprehensive to try, but after succeeding, are proud of their accomplishments. Some 

reported having more confidence after watching their blind peers participating. Through 

the Community Discovery Outings, children increased confidence by learning about 

concepts in their world: farm animals, musical instruments, fire stations, how to ride the 

Skytrain, etc. They also began to discover what kinds of jobs and careers exist by meeting 

fire fighters, farmers or musicians. 

 Daily living skills and independent travel: In addition to learning how to use tactile maps 

to find their way around the campsite during the Family Adventure Camp, children learned 

how to use kitchen utensils, prepare food, and clean up after a meal. 

2) Families 

Most families new to raising a blind child assume that many typical family activities, such as 

camping, are not possible for a child who is blind or visually impaired. The Family Adventure 

Camp exposes families to a wide range of activities that are possible and demonstrates the 

accommodations and adaptations to make activities enjoyable for the whole family. During the 

2014 camp, while observing the partially sighted and blind youth leaders cooking, horseback 

riding, trying archery, and hiking, parents learned that vision is not a barrier for their child. Also, 

it was evident that the parents were genuinely impressed with their child’s abilities as they 

watched them attempt new physical challenges. 

Community Discovery Outings are designed to be unique experiences for blind or visually 

impaired children, as well as their families. Often, they are experiencing such activities with their 

child for the first time, for example, handling honey bees. These experiences expand parents’ 

view of what their family can do together. 

3) Youth Leaders who volunteer as camp counsellors 

Through volunteering as camp counsellors, Youth Leaders learn how to teach younger peers and 

provide valuable information to their parents. They have also reported having challenged their 

own personal limits by participating in the outdoor adventure activities. 

4) Community at Large 

Due to the low incidence of blindness, many people do not have everyday contact with a blind 

person. As a result, the public often do not know how to interact with a blind child or adult, 

leading to potentially embarrassing and even dangerous situations. This program provides 

opportunities for recreation experts, fire fighters, police officers and staff at public venues to 

learn how blind children experience the world and how best to interact with them. One example 

where this could have a life-saving impact was demonstrated during a visit to a fire station, 

where fire fighters learned how to communicate with a blind child during a fire. 

5) Volunteers 

In 2014, 10 volunteers contributed about 450 

hours. Vision Teachers assisted in the design of 

camp activities and attended the camp to work 

with the children and families one-on-one. Youth 

Leaders assisted children during camp activities, 

including sharing their personal experience with 

campers and their parents. Sighted volunteers 

assisted with meal preparation. 
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Junior Explorers Program  Youth Leadership Network 

 Continuation of Junior Explorers Clubs in 

the Lower Mainland, Fraser Valley and on 

Vancouver Island 

 Echolocation Workshop 

 Creating Confidence Workshop offered in 

the Lower Mainland  

  5
th 

Leadership Training weekend 

 Continuation of Leadership in Action Program 

(Jan-May) for graduates of 2014 Leadership 

Training and initiation for graduates of 2015 

Leadership Training (Sept-Dec) 

 What Happens After Grad workshop 

 3
rd

 Blind Beginnings Has Got Talent youth-led 

fundraiser planned for June 2015 

Parent to Parent Support Program  Family Community Discovery Program 

 Two 8-week sessions planned for our new 

Seeing Things Differently Parent Support 

Group. Meetings will take place in the 

Lower Mainland, and we are planning to 

establish a remote support group via Skype 

for parents unable to travel to Vancouver.   

 Parent Education Workshops to be offered 

on demand.  Workshop topics may include: 

family services and resources, early literacy, 

orientation & mobility, assistive 

technology, daily living skills instruction, 

advocacy, parenting skills, sex education, 

and social skill development.   

  4
th

 annual Family Adventure Camp 

 Continuation of regular Community Discovery 

outings in Lower Mainland and initiation of 

outings in Kamloops 

 Camp Hornby will be offered for the first time 

by Blind Beginnings. Founded in 2002, this 

camp offers blind, visually impaired and 

deaf/blind children with a camp experience 

where blindness is not the primary focus of 

their lives for a week. They participate in 

challenging activities normally reserved for 

their sighted peers. 

 Continuation of annual events: Summer BBQ 

and Christmas Party 

 

 

A sincere thank you to all of our supporters who 

make our programs possible! Following is a listing 

of the organizations that provided financial or in-

kind contributions of $1,000 or greater in 2014. 

Others not listed wish to remain anonymous. 

 

CKNW Orphans’ Fund  

Djavad Mowafaghian Foundation  

Edith Lando Charitable Foundation 

Province of BC (Community Gaming Grant)  

Vancouver Sun Children’s Fund 

Vancity Savings Credit Union  

Westminster Savings Foundation 

 

 

Coming in 2015 

building partnerships 


